The Harrell’s MAX® product line has been specifically formulated to provide you with a complete and highly effective fertilizer portfolio. All foliar nutritional N, P & K components are derived from the finest foliar grade sources, allowing for maximum uptake and exceptional product quality. In addition, all Harrell’s MAX® micronutrient components have been chelated or complexed in order to maximize foliar absorption, increase tank-mix compatibility with other nutrients, and help protect these essential elements from environmental degradation.

Are you ready to MAX your results?
Call your Harrell’s rep or visit www.harrells.com today.

STEVE MERCURI
smercuri@harrells.com
(310) 974-0532

ANDREW CAIN
acain@harrells.com
(949) 288-1098

BILLY JAMES
bjesames@harrells.com
(760) 895-0396

SERGIO VASQUEZ
svasquez@harrells.com
(760) 792-5218

Harrell’s MAX® Liquid Foliar Nutritionals are an important part of your Balanced Approach Annual Program.
Your results with Harrell’s MAX®

Harrell’s MAX® product line has been specifically formulated to provide you with a complete and highly effective fertilizer portfolio. All foliar nutritional N, P & K components are derived from the finest foliar grade sources, allowing for maximum uptake and exceptional product quality. In addition, all Harrell’s MAX® micronutrient components have been chelated or complexed in order to maximize foliar absorption, increase tank-mix compatibility with other nutrients, and help protect these essential elements from environmental degradation.

Are you ready to MAX your results?

Call your Harrell’s rep or visit www.harrells.com today.

Harrell’s MAX® Liquid Foliar Nutritionals are an important part of your Balanced Approach Annual Program.
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We are in the midst of the “dog days of summer,” which for superintendents, as we know, means long days and ongoing battles with the heat and its impacts on our turf.

Being a golf superintendent is truly the epitome of “a labor of love,” as virtually every one of us endures the long and stressful hours because we love the game of golf and we find great pride in creating a beautiful playing surface for our golf customers to enjoy.

As I was checking my Twitter feed recently, it occurred to me that there is another great motivating factor to creating an exceptional golf course, and that is appreciation.

It was the day after the Rocket Mortgage Classic finished at Detroit Golf Club. I saw a tweet from Detroit Golf Club that read, “Shout out to @DGCJake (Superintendent Jake Mendoza) for keeping our greens in pristine shape 24/7/365. What you see on TV is literally a 24/7/365 job. He is awesome.”

“What a great gesture on the part of the club to recognize the hard work of their superintendent,” I thought to myself. The job of a superintendent can sometimes be compared to that of an offensive lineman – our name only gets called when “a flag is thrown” (aka, there is a problem on the course). But, Jake’s club took a moment to call his name for doing a great job and working hard around the clock, which is a great accolade for Jake and even a nice bit of PR for the superintendent profession as a whole.

To take it one step further, it reminds me of the importance of recognizing and acknowledging our crew members who are doing a great job. Remember, they arrive at the same pre-dawn hours that we do, and they are critical to the results that we are committed to achieving, so a sincere pat on the back, unexpected perk, or small token of recognition can be a great motivator and help build loyalty.

Also, when a golfer or fellow employee acknowledges the great conditions at your course, take a moment to soak it in and appreciate the acknowledgment. They probably speak for many others who forget to take that moment to acknowledge the hard work that goes into keeping a course in tip-top shape.

Until next time, here’s to all of you for the great job you do!

John
As the date to renew your QAL or QAC draws nearer, and in person opportunities to earn continuing education hours dwindle, the association is working hard to find opportunities for members to earn hours through virtual meetings. Several opportunities have already been sent out by email and social media. If you haven't gotten the emails, please make sure we have your current email address on file. Make sure you are following the association on social media to keep up with new ideas as they arise (twitter: @HiLoDesertGCSA, facebook: @HiLoDesert).

We also are working to maintain a collection of resources related to COVID-19 to assist golf courses in navigating the ever-changing set of rules and regulations. Check it out on the website at https://hilodesert.org/covid-19-resources/.

Your Board is hopeful that we will still be able to host our annual Scholarship and Research Tournament this year, if conditions permit. A number of options are being considered, and the tournament may look different this year than it has in the past. Conditions will dictate what changes will be needed as we get closer to September.

We are also hopeful that we will be able to host our Annual Holiday party.

We hope to see y'all soon...stay tuned.

Jim
Sea to Sand is very happy to announce our collaboration with acclaimed golf course photographer Channing Benjamin. Moving forward, this and future issues of Sea to Sand will include samples of Mr. Benjamin’s stunning golf course photography, and in return he will receive exposure to the membership of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of Southern California, the Hi-Lo Desert Golf Course Superintendents Association, and others who may view Sea to Sand on the association websites.

An accomplished international concert video director for a myriad of the world’s top music artists, Channing uses his skills in creative marketing and art direction to give all of his golf course clients the ultimate in asset imagery for their properties.

Channing is one of only a handful of officially licensed photographers for the Pebble Beach Company, and his work for Pebble Beach can be viewed and purchased via various outlets worldwide. His portfolio can be found at https://channingbenjamin.photoshelter.com/, and includes such courses as Ballyneal Golf Club in Colorado, Victoria National Golf Club in Indiana, as well as Bighorn Golf Club, Tradition Golf Club, TPC Danzante in Loreta, Mexico and numerous other courses in the Coachella Valley.

Channing’s golf photography has been internationally published by Golf Digest (“How to Take Great Golf Photos”), Golf magazine (“2019 US Open Preview”), Australia’s Caddie magazine, G&E magazine (“Picture Perfect”), NGF Quarterly, The Golfers Journal, Catalogue 18 to name just a few.

More recently, Golfwrx.com, Golf Gods of Australia, Wilfore’s Golf Social Media Guide, and Waypoint have all independently voted Channing Benjamin as the number one social media “must follow” for golf photography.

Channing is an FAA-Part 107 certified drone pilot, and his imagery through his flying abilities have taken his photography to “another level!”

Additionally, Channing is the Founder and CEO of The Golfography Experience, the emerging golf photography workshop that fuses the game, the lifestyle and the visual art during a unique and immersive awe-inspiring weekend. Mentored by world-renowned golf photographers and hosted by prominent golf courses looking for new photography content as well as social (and traditional) media exposure, all in the name of inclusivity and the growth of the game. Past events include Rams Hill Golf Club (California) and Victoria National Golf Club (Indiana), with many more to come this fall and throughout 2021 in various partnerships with The Dormie Network, TaylorMade Golf and other legendary golf industry entities.

We are excited to feature the photography of Channing Benjamin in upcoming issues of Sea to Sand, including a spectacular sunset image shown on page 11 of this edition.

Enjoy!

Marc
HI-LO DESERT GCSA HOSTS OVERSEED WEBINAR CHATS

By Marc Connerly • Executive Director • Hi-Lo Desert GCSA

The Hi-Lo Desert GCSA has traditionally held a very popular and informative panel style “overseed chat” each June for the last several years. With the pandemic impeding the ability to host that type of live event this year, the association pivoted to an online format, and broke the discussion into two one-hour webinars a couple of weeks apart.

The first panel, on June 24, focused on summer prep and overseed prep. I had the privilege of moderating the panel, which featured Tim Putnam (La Quinta Country Club), Jonas Conlan (Desert Princess Country Club), Alfredo Alcocer (Indian Springs Golf Club), and Tyler Tang (The Club at Morningside).

The panel answered questions covering Poa control, aerification, mowing heights, COVID-19 impacts, and more.

The second panel was presented on July 15, and covered overseed and post-overseed. The panel was moderated by Rick Sall of Plantation Golf Club, and featured Kevin Templin (Coral Mountain Golf Club), Miguel Lopez (Marrakesh Country Club), and Mike Magnani (Andalucia Country Club).

The second webinar included responses pertaining to seed rate, first cut, fertilizer, fungicide, sweetening, growth regulators, and additional topics.
A big thank you to Megan Zeiger of Wilbur-Ellis for preparing the PowerPoint presentation for both webinars, and Mike Magnani for serving as host for both panels.

Both webinars were sponsored by Turf Star Western, with the summer prep section sponsored by Brandt, the overseed prep section sponsored by Syngenta, the overseed section sponsored by RAS Pure Seed, and the post-overseed section sponsored by Bayer.

Each webinar was recorded, and a free link to the webinars may be found on the Hi-Lo website at www.hilodesert.org.

Thank you to the 2020 Hi-Lo Desert GCSA Annual Sponsors
BY CRAIG KESSLER • DIRECTOR • GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS  
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GOLF ASSOCIATION

BAYER SETTLES ROUNDUP LAWSUITS – MAYBE

When Bayer announced that it had settled all outstanding lawsuits re Glyphosate (Roundup) and agreed to a mechanism for handling future suits by setting aside a $10.9 billion fund to cover both, my thought was that the “future” part of it sounded a bit too good to be true. I didn’t say anything at the time for fear of putting a damper on the industry’s and Bayer’s triumphant reporting on the issue.

The “future” part of the settlement involved the creation of a panel of court appointed/approved scientists to study the carcinogenicity of Glyphosate for four years and decide and/or settle future claims based on those findings. Given the evolving nature of scientific inquiry and the law’s preference for courts of law over courts of experts, I was skeptical that a presiding federal judge would sanction this proposal.

Sadly, my skepticism proved prescient. I was hoping to be wrong, as the arrangement would have settled the matter for good and allowed Bayer to continue marketing the world’s most cost-effective invasive species controller without fear of unlimited economic exposure.

The matter is back in federal court July 24, and the judge has already suggested that Bayer come armed with a “plan B” re future litigation.

Yes; every federal and state agency charged with overseeing the safety of pesticides has confirmed Glyphosate’s 100% safety with respect to carcinogenicity, CAL OSHA most recently and resoundingly in 2018. The problem is that juries are not courts of scientists or experts, and three juries have awarded massive verdicts to plaintiffs claiming that their cancer was caused by Roundup. Unless Bayer can come up with a mechanism for resolving future claims, it won’t matter how many juries of scientists and experts find in their favor; the sale of glyphosate-based products will continue to pose a substantial financial risk to the company.

Bayer has vowed to continue selling Roundup to commercial and residential users without any changes in the product’s labeling. But how long Bayer can continue to do this without subjecting itself to more billions in adverse jury verdicts will likely be entirely dependent upon the mechanism a federal judge ultimately sanctions for the resolution of future suits. This of course assumes that this federal judge will sanction such a mechanism. It’s likely but not guaranteed.

The drama resumes July 24 and will no doubt play out over many weeks if not months. It’s a drama that holds the fate of Glyphosate-based products in its hands. Bayer may have won in every court of expert opinion, but it has fared badly in every court of law. And if the company cannot find a way to reverse that fortune, whether by reversing a trial jury verdict on appeal or achieving a settlement offering a digestible mechanism for resolving future litigation, the golf industry is going to have to begin figuring out how to control invasive species through other means. The product won’t disappear because any government agency will prohibit it – that would require actual findings of fact – it will disappear because litigation will chase it out of the market.

Let’s hope that fact wins out and the parties come to an agreement that allows for this most universally used pesticide/herbicide to continue providing its ample benefits to farms, parks, medians, and golf courses across the nation. The cynics among you will scoff. The optimists among you will bet on a fair settlement. The realists among you will call it a 50-50 proposition.

The fellow in the “bunker” won’t commit. That’s why he’s in there.

Craig
SEA TO SAND IMAGES

The three images to the right were submitted by members of your associations. Thank you for taking the time to send them to us for publication!

Pelican Hill Golf Club
By Steve Thomas, Superintendent

Zena, Pit Bull (and partner)!
of Terry La Curan, TLC Materials, at Hillcrest CC

Annandale Country Club
By Former Superintendent, Mike Williams

Stone Eagle Golf Club • Palm Desert • Courtesy of Channing Benjamin Photography
https://channingbenjamin.photoshelter.com/index, channingbenjaminphoto@gmail.com
As we move into the summer and fall months, GCSAA realizes that our members and their associated golf facilities and businesses are going to be facing difficult economic choices due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

During these difficult times, GCSAA has been supplying members with education and tools to assist with the “new normal” that our industry and society will be facing. Your membership has never been more important.

If you are facing the difficult decision of whether to renew your membership, please do not hesitate to call me or a member of GCSAA’s Member Services Staff. In addition to extending your membership grace period from 90 to 120 days, GCSAA offers payment plans for all levels of membership. Plans can be done bi-annually, quarterly, or monthly with no finance charges.

We are here to serve you and we realize this is going to be a difficult time, so do not hesitate to call us with your needs.

On a much brighter note, the annual LebanonTurf Dog Days of Golf Calendar is accepting submissions through August 3rd. From the submissions, 14 dogs will be selected for the calendar which will be distributed by GCM with its November issue.

The Dog of the Year will be voted on in January at the Golf Industry Show with the winning owner receiving $500, as well as a $3,000 for his or her GCSAA affiliated chapter. A $2,000 charitable donation will also be made to K9’s for Warriors by GCSAA and LebanonTurf in honor of the winner.

The submission form and photo requirements are available at https://www.gcsaa.org/dog-calendar/submit-dog-calendar-photo. The Dog Days of Golf Calendar is one of our members favorite events, so get those photos of your best friend submitted by August 3rd.

Lastly, I have received numerous questions on education points to meet Class A or Certification requirements. As our chapters are struggling to host events due to the pandemic and social distancing requirements, please do not forget about our online offerings at gcsaa.org.

We have live webinars monthly and have over 150 titles available On Demand. Webinars are free to members and are a great way to pick up points. Brought to you by Syngenta, you can access the webinars through the learning hub at https://www.gcsaa.org/education/my-learning-hub.

Thank you again for your support of GCSAA; I look forward to getting back on the road to visit with some of you later this summer. If you have any concerns or needs, please contact me at jjensen@gcsaa.org and follow me on Twitter @GCSAA_SW for daily industry updates.

Jeff
Products & Services
• Fairway mow height
• Big Roll and stolon installations
• Tifway, Tifgreen, TifTuf & Celebration Bermudas
• Elite Plus Fescue and St. Augustine

To place an order or for more information call:
Orange/San Bernardino/
Riverside/San Diego Counties – Paul - 951-906-5746
L.A./Santa Barbara/Ventura Co. – Ruben – 661-965-2865

www.agsod.com/golf
TRUST THE EXPERTS

Turf Time West has provided services to the west coast’s premier golf courses and athletic fields for the past 25 years. Excellent service with proven results!

25 Years of expertise in the industry

Hundreds of satisfied customers

#1 Aerification experts in California

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Drill & Fill
Improves drainage, amends soil, relieves compaction for greens, fairways, and tee boxes.

Deep Drill
Relieves compaction, easy clean up, rapid recovery. Great for sand-based greens to relieve layering problems.

Deep Tine
Uses Wiedenmann Aerifiers with a variety of solid and coring tines. One day service for 18 greens. Service available for fairways and sports fields as well.

SERVICE & RENTALS

Top Dresser
Service and rental

Root Pruner
Service

Graden Sand Contour
Service and rental

GET A FREE DEMO TODAY!
CALL 1-800-994-0004
Email us at LLANE@TurfTime.net

Innovation from the ground up.

To give you a leg up.

When you look at a fairway or a golf green, what do you see? For us, we see possibilities. We see the adventure of discovery and the excitement of finding new ways to improve turf health with innovative, new technologies and products. That’s why we’re dedicated to Bringing Earth’s Resources to Life.

Fullerton
2300 East Valencia Dr.
Fullerton, CA
(714) 525-6096
(888) 770-TURF (8873)

Palm Desert
42-200 State Street
Palm Desert, CA
(760) 837-0040
(888) 837-6177

Discover more at
www.simplplotpartners.com

© 2017 J.R. Simplot Company
Serving All California, Arizona & Nevada
Safety, Service, and Stewardship | Since 1968

Custom Pugmill Blending
- Divot Green
- Organics
- Profile
- Seed Cover
- Gypsum

Greens
- USGA Sand
- Spec Drain Gravel

Decorative Rock
- Bunker Sand
- Augusta White
- Desert Tan
- PS 50/50
- PS 75/25
- Your Custom Blend Ratio

Stabilized Pathway Mix
- Nevada
  866.923.4772
- Phoenix
  855.522.0282

Get A Quote!
www.wcsg.com
Our member survey this month asked, “What is your ‘must play’ golf course?” Here are the replies from members of Hi-Lo Desert GCSA and GCSASC.

“Augusta National, for a lot of the obvious reasons, but specifically because of the familiarity from watching it on TV for so long. Knowing that the approach on 10 can’t be short; trying to pick the right stick to hit 12 green; attempting to bend one around the corner on 13 and 15; and hitting it thru that tiny shoot on 18 tee!”
~ Chris Bien, Desert Willow Golf Club

“Must play course: Bighorn Golf Club! No one ever passes up a chance to experience this piece of paradise. I have had the honor of hosting and playing with my buddies Michael Bolton, and former MLB pitchers David Wells and Scott Erickson. David Wells was chomping at the bit to play. He said for years he has driven over the hill from San Diego to Palm Desert, always wishing he would be invited. This place is spectacular.”
~ Danielle Scardino, West Coast Turf

“Monterey Peninsula Country Club - Shore Course for sure. You can’t beat the overall golf vibe in Monterey as well. Clear Creek Tahoe is a close second!”
~ John Nachreiner, Shady Canyon Golf Club
David Wells, Scott Erickson at Bighorn Golf Club

Lynn Beasly, Michael Bolton, Danielle Scardino, John Scardino

David Wells, Danielle Scardino, Scott Erickson
Possibility begins with empowering you.

No one knows your course from tee to green quite like you. But that will never keep us from nurturing the relationships you’ve grown to value with us as Crop Production Services. And now with even broader resources and capabilities, your Nutrien Solutions location is even more equipped to help you become a more capable superintendent than ever. nutrienagsolutions.com

Anaheim
714-549-2871
San Jacinto
951-654-9301
Coachella
760-501-1827
San Marcos
760-744-2514
Goleta
805-964-3501
Oxnard
805-487-4961

WHAT The new Greensmaster® eTriFlex Series flagship electric riding greensmowers.

MATTERS Unparalleled, outstanding cut quality, quiet operation, and no onboard hydraulic fluids.

MOST Routine compliments from members and improvements to your bottom line!

Units will be available in May of 2020

TORO. Count on it.
Solutions You Can Count On

Your local source for fertilizers, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, adjuvants, and soil conditioners. Agri-Turf supports you and the golf industry by partnering with these quality suppliers:

- BRANDT® Fertigreen • Premium Foliar Products
- GRIGG®
- Roots® 1-2-3® PREMIX PLUS
- COUNTRY CLUB® MD Methylene Urea
- Precision Laboratories
  Results Expect it:
  Border™ 2.0 • Vivax™
- Sipcam Agro USA, Inc.
  Groom® PGR • TEE-OFF® 4.5F

Steve Plummer, CGCS • Cell 714-349-7486
Office 866-314-0812 • www.agriturfdistributing.com
No SDHI controls a broader spectrum.

Velista® fungicide is proven to control anthracnose while emerging as a leader in fairy ring control.

For more information, contact:
Kimberly Gard
760-390-5117
kimberly.gard@Syngenta.com

Greg Fukumitsu
805-479-4444
greg.fukumitsu@Syngenta.com

Because Without Trees, Your Golf Course Would Play Like Your Parking Lot

Your trees are important to the success of your golf course. Call on the team you can trust – Superior Tree Care.

- Multiple crews and equipment to complete large jobs quickly
- We’ll leave your course clean and beautiful
- Serving golf courses since 1995

Call us today! 1-877-502-0226
www.super(liortree care.net

©2020 Syngenta. Important: Always read and follow label instructions. Some products may not be registered for sale or use in all states or counties. Please check with your state or local extension service to ensure registration status. GreenCast®, Velista®, the Alliance Frame and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. All other trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners.

A PUMP SERVICE COMPANY WITH TRADITIONAL SERVICE VALUES
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

OFFERING COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR WATER MOVEMENT NEEDS
- PUMP STATION REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
- DIVE SERVICES & INSPECTIONS
- FIELD VALVE SERVICE AND REPAIR
- TELEMETRY & PUMP STATION COMUNICATION
- UPGRADES, NEW INSTALLATIONS, PLC’S & VFD’S
- FERTIGATION AND AERATION CONTROLS
- WARRANTY SERVICE
- ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Call us today at 877 638-6815 or visit on the web at www.eaglepumpservices.com

EAGLE PUMP SERVICE, INC
AMERICAN QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
dba EAGLE ELECTRIC
CA#875533
ENVIRONMENTAL OXIDATIVE STRESS

THE CHALLENGE
Turfgrass is continuously subject to Environmental Oxidative Stress, or the accumulation of Oxidative Compounds. Excess accumulation of Oxidative Compounds lead to reduced turf quality, root growth, and overall turf performance.

THE SOLUTION
Applying antioxidants will neutralize the negative effects of excess accumulation of Oxidative Compounds, thus reducing the overall stress level within the turfgrass.

ADD TURFRX NATURECUR AND TURFRX OXYCAL TO YOUR TURF GRASS NUTRITIONAL PROGRAM TO REDUCE OVERALL OXIDATIVE STRESS

CONTACT
(909) 664-3077
(909) 374-0543

Gary Vasquez
owner
(760) 390-0565
gvasquez@southwestgrowers.com

Shane Roth
owner
(949) 290-9772
shane@southwestgrowers.com

Southwest Growers and Landscaping LLC
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
lic# 1046232

Trent Whiting
TRENT@REDOXCHEM.COM
OFFICE: 208.678.2610

Redox TURF
WWW.REDOXTURF.COM
STOVER SEED COMPANY

For over 80 years the specialty seed source for:

- Native Grasses and Wildflowers
- Kikuyu, Paspalum, Hybrid Bermuda
- Bentgrasses, Fine Fescues, Ryegrasses

Golf Course Representatives:
Don Lewis 213-247-3266
Marcus Coulombe 213-760-0524
Home Office: 800-621-0315
www.stoverseed.com

HIGH TECH IRRIGATION
Irrigation and Turf Supplies

Keeping Golf Courses Green Since 1985

Palm Desert
74-773 Joni Drive
(760) 773-9224

Indio
80-975 Indio Blvd. Building A
(760) 347-4116

Your Exclusive Rainbird Distributor
Visit our website - hightechirrigation.com

DROUGHT TOLERANT WATER SAVING TURFGRASS VARIETIES AVAILABLE!

- Introducing NEW Hillside Native Fine Fescue and West Coast Native Bentgrass (Agrostis pallescens)
- Offering over 20+ Varieties including water friendly hybrid bermuda, paspalum and kikuyugrass
- Organic Endurant Turf Colorant available in lieu of fall overseeding
- Field removal, TopMaker field recycling, hydroseeding, sod and stolon installation services

John Marman
Anthony Pulizzano
ORDER HOTLINE 888/893-8873
www.westcoastturf.com

THE HI-LO DESERT GCSA & GCSASC
At the forefront of the fight to protect our water resources for over 40 years.

SERVICES

- Total Lake Management
- AquaMaster Fountain and Diffused Aeration Systems
- Pre Emergent Aquatic Weed Control
- Aquatic Weed Control in Irrigation Reservoirs
- Lake Sediment Reduction
- T.R.A.P. Filamentous Algae Prevention
- Fisheries Management and Habitat Improvement
- Cattail Control using ClearCast/Catzilla Technology
- Mechanical Aquatic Plant Removal and Dredging

Call (855) 245-LAKE (5253) or visit us online at www.aquatechnex.com

(855) 245-LAKE (5253) | www.aquatechnex.com